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The Company was estabilished in 1972 as a trader of coffee, cocoa and rubber.
During the frequent business trips in Latin America the founder, Dr. Claudio
Consoli, fell in love with a delicacy that is typically manufactured in Colombia, a
kind of whole sugar in blocks, with a taste as remarkable and exalting as non of
those known until then in Europe: it was the beginning of the story.
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In the next few years Panela and the Panela Method came to light and the
trading company converted into a manufacturer.
To go ahead with the project GTC developed new products that reflected the
principles of nutritional completeness, in compliance with the original values of
Panela: the array now includes Stone Milled Pasta, Wild Seaweeds, Spreads&Candies, Dressings and... Whole Sugars.
In recent years, the founder was accompained by the strong support of the new
generation, that will give continuity to a dream that has become reality.

BUONI MOTIVI
PER SCEGLIERE
A4CUTTING
EDGE MANUFACTURER

G.T.C. Srl - Panela is an historical firm in the field of organic food, one of the first
that have appeared in the Italian market: the Company, as a leading manufacturer, has been focused for more than 40 years in the research and development
of excellent and nutritional foods that combine taste with outstanding wholesome values.
In the recent years Panela has truly become a way of life that spreads its power
across al the Company creations where the artisan passion safeguards the life
force and the integrity that traditional foods bring along.
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whole sugar from the blossoms of the cocunut palm

GULAMERAH FROM BALI

The name is traditionally used in the language of the Island of Bali.
From the flowers of the Coconut Palm (C o c o s N u c i f e r a , that has
nothing to deal with the Oil Palm - E l a e i s G u i n e e n s i s ), the “Tree
of Life”, as indigenous peoples call it, cultivated with non-intensive
techniques in the Island of Bali, we obtain this precious nectar. After
cutting the large inflorescences, the resinous secretion is collected
by hand in small cups. Then the precious nectar, once the moisture
has evaporated, is moulded into the traditional cup shaped blocks,
now as centuries ago.
It is a complete food and its peculiar nature, including different saccharides (sucrose does not exceed 63%), minerals, proteins and
fibers (such as inulin), favors a gradual absorption by the body.
Hence the reason why many international sources classify it as food
with low glycemic index.
This is a tasty and complete way to sweeten, taking care to
well-being.
Only through the "Panela Method" it is possible to safeguard the traditional richness of the sugar blocks, preserving their nutrients and
their unique nutritional features. It doesn't give any coconut aftertaste because it is 100% coconut blossoms sap.

Reminder:

• from the flowers of coconut palm
• whole
• low glycemic index
• blocks processed with Panela Method
• not filtrated nectar
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code 1060

This is the best way to enjoy the unique taste of the blocks of Gulamerah from Bali, the
whole organic coconut palm sugar. It is an irregularly shaped granulate to be used as a
substitute for sugar, for all uses, not altering the flavour of coffee and drinks, and with
the benefits of being a wholesome nourishment.
The delicate flavour, with fruity and floral nuances and a crispy texture, makes it ideal
for enriching, with an exotic touch, fruit salads, yoghurts and ice-creams.
It is also excellent in cakes and bakery products. It doesn't give any coconut aftertaste.

GULAMERAH SWEET MOLASSES

code 11006

It contains all the features and flavors of the nectar of coconut flowers. In addition to
the typical precious micronutrients, it also contains the saccharides (of which only a
small part fructose), naturally present in Gulamerah, which generate its sweet and fruity
taste. It is a tasty sweetener and a balanced source of nutrients, fiber and minerals.
Excellent as a sweetener for all uses (does not alter the flavors), or as a garnish for
desserts and ice cream.

GULAMERAH CUBES

code 0834

Practical granulated Gulamerah lumps to be dissolved in cold or hot drinks, also to be
enjoyed as candies after-lunch. Only the finest Gulamerah grains have the features that
permit them to be shaped into lumps.
It is excellent with essential oils and herbal extracts, or for the ones with the sweet
tooth, it is perfectly matching with liquors and amari, pouring a few drops directly on the
lump.

GULAMERAH GRANOLA
From the union of seeds, nuts, flakes and fruits it comes to life an original crunchy
Granola, to start your day with a boost of energy!
Cocoa nibs, Buckwheat, Millet and Cranberries with a unique crunchy texture whose
secret is the "touch" of Gulamerah and Virgin Coconut Oil.
Stay-frash glass jar.
code 0835

PRODUCT
CODE
1060
11006
0834
0835

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY
PER BOX

Gu lamerah from Bali 500g
6
Gu lamerah Sweet Molasses Squ eezer 240g 6
Gu lamerah Cubes 175g
Gu lamerah Granola 320g

6
6

whole sugar from the blossoms of the cocunut

GULAMERAH FROM BALI

GULAMERAH FROM BALI

BLOSSOM’S
NECTAR

EAN CODE
8002759010608
8002759110063
8002759008346
8002759008353
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whole sugar from the blossoms of the cocunut

GULAMERAH FROM BALI

BLOSSOM’S
NECTAR
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GULAMERAH PRALINES

code 1007

Only the "heart", the most precious part of the block, of Gulamerah from Bali allows you to
create these scrumptious delicacies.
Soft pralines of Gulamerah from Bali coated in extra dark chocolate (70% cocoa), irregularly
shaped and unpolished to respect its naturality.
They combine the exotic sweetness of Gulamerah with the bitter nuances of dark chocolate.
They are great after coffee or anytime for a tasty break.
Thanks to the wholemeal features of Gulamerah they are AN HEALTHY GLUTTONOUS SIN.

GULAMERAH NUGGETS
The purity of the nectar of coconut flowers in a soft bon-bon that can be considered the
fudge of the ancient times. They appear as soft irregular bon-bons to let you appreciate the
intense and exotic natural flavour of Gulamerah.
They are great as candy but also good to be kept between your lips while sipping a cup of
earl grey or herbal tea... for a dip in the ancient Asian traditions every sip.

code 2007

PRODUCT
CODE
1007
2007

DESCRIPTION
Gu lamerah Pralines 100g
Gu lamerah Nuggets 100g

QUANTITY
PER BOX
6
6

EAN CODE
8002759010776
8002759020072

Reminder:
• 100% FATS: no other components
• MORE THEN 70% OF MCT*: lauric, caprylic and capric acid
• ABOUT 50% OF LAURIC ACID: present in mother’s breast milk
• ABOUT 7% UNSATURATED AND MONOUNSATURATED FATS
• DOESN’T CONTAIN CHOLESTEROL

THE COCONUT UNIVERSE

Only the precious nectar and the coconuts, freshly picked by hand,
by people who know how to recognize the correct state of ripeness,
can offer the best of the potentialities of the "Tree of Life", as the
Coconut Palm (C o c o s N u c i f e r a , not to be confused with the Oil
Palm) is called by indigenous people.
More precisely, the fresh pulp, which is vividly white and not yellow,
that may indicate rancidification, is cold pressed to extract its precious nutritional values and, with them, its exotic scents and hints.
Everything is made, as it was traditionally made in the South-Eastern
Asian Countries, without the use of intensive farming, or industrial
processes such as refining, deodorizing and bleaching.
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VIRGIN
COCONUT OIL
COLD PRESSED FROM
THE PULP OF YOUNG COCONUTS

THE COCONUT UNIVERSE

VIRGIN COCONUT OIL
code 1704

code 8100
pulp processed
in 3 hours*

NOT HYDROGENATED
NOT REFINED
NOT DEODORIZED
NOT BLEACHED

from the pulp of young
not dried

cold pressed
from coconut palm

(c o c o s n u c i f e r a )
not oil palm (elaeis guinensis)

rich in Medium Chain Fatty Acids
organic - for vegans and vegetarians

DISPLAY: virgin coconut oil + Golamera spread-cream

code expo

It contains 8 jars of virgin coconut oil 16g + 8 jars Golamera virgin coconut oil
spread 30g.

COCONUT MILK POWDER
Organic coconut milk powder produced from freshly-squeezed coconut milk. It
contains approximately 65% of coconut oil and retains much of the nutritional
content of the raw coconut. It delivers the true coconut aroma.
Easy to dissolve either in cold or hot water.

code 0821

PRODUCT
CODE
8100
1704
0821
expo
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Organic Virgin Coconut Oil, cold-pressed from the pulp of young coconuts, harvested by hand. The vivid white color (crystal clear when liquid) and the delicate
scent of coconut, without any hint of rancid smells or murky colors, are markers of
a top-notch quality and of an exquisite manufacturing, attentive to preserve the
precious contents.
It is a Virgin Coconut Oil, rich in Medium Chain Fatty Acids (not to be confused with
hydrogenated fats, or with the refined Palm Oil fats, which by the way is actually a
completely different variety of “Palm”, deeply unlike the Coconut Palm), and
including the renown lauric acid, which is also present in the breast milk.
The cultivation of the coconut palms is performed in a non-intensive way and in the
manufacturing it is avoided any procedure of refining, bleaching and deodorization.
It is an oil with multiple properties, and therefore also known in herbal therapy and
cosmetology. It can be used in cooking or eaten as is. Above 24°C it gets a crystal

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY
PER BOX

Virgin Coconut Oil 300g - 330ml
6
Virgin Coconut Oil 630g - 700ml
6
Coconut Milk Powder 150g
6
Display: 8 jars of virgin coconut oil 16g + 8 jars Golamera spread 30g

EAN CODE
8002759810000
8002759008193
8002759008216

Golamera: the guilt-free chocolate spread!
Try the velvety texture and the alluring flavor of the unparelled Whole spread
cream Golamera made of just 3 Ingredients. Amazing result, made possible by the
delicate processing steps and by the use of Gulamerah the precious whole sugar
from the flowers of coconut, as the key ingredient.
3 ingredients for an organic food which is ideal for breakfast and light snacks: Lightness... spreadable! The hidden secret of Golamera hinges on the use of the whole
coconut sugar (Coconut palm - Cocos Nucifera not the Oil palm - Elaeis Guineensis),
instead of refined ones and on the fact we do not add any fat except for those natulrally present in the ingredients. Let's check the proof! In Gulamerah you won't find
the common layer of afloat fat on the surface, whose presence is the evidence of the
fat content. This floating fat is often vulnerable to degradation and going rancid.
No soy lecithin inside and Palm oil free.

GOLAMERA VIRGIN COCONUT OIL
All the advantages of Virgin Coconut Oil...to spread!
From the perfect combination of Virgin Coconut Oil, Defatted Cocoa and Gulamerah from Bali (the wholemeal sugar from the coconut flowers) it comes to life the
unique and delicate taste of chocolate spread cream Golamèra. With all the health
benefits of Virgin Coconut Oil we have a delicious but whole spread-cream to
recharge energy and nutrients at any time of the day.
Organic product with No refined sugars, No milk, No added fats except for those
naturally present in the ingredients and No lecithin. Suitable for Vegetatians and
Vegans.
Where is the proof? In Golamera you won't find the layer of afloat fat on the surface.

JUST 3
INGREDIENTS
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code 11009

PRODUCT
CODE
11012
11009

From the perfect combination of Defatted Cocoa, Hazelnuts of Piemonte IGP and
Gulamerah from Bali (the wholemeal sugar from the coconut flowers) it comes to
life the unique and delicate taste of chocolate spread cream Golamèra. With a
reduced caloric intake (only 343 kcal per 100g) we have a delicious but healthy
spread-cream to recharge energy and nutrients at any time of the day.
Organic product with No refined sugars, No milk, No added fats except for
those naturally present in the ingredients and No lecithin. Suitable for Vegetatians and Vegans. Where is the proof? In Golamera you won't find the layer of
afloat fat on the surface.

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY
PER BOX

Golamera virgin coconut oil 220g
Golamera hazelnut 220g

6
6

EAN CODE

THE COCONUT UNIVERSE

GOLAMERA
SPREAD
CREAMS

8002759110124
8002759110094

Reminder:

• whole spread cream
• just 3 ingredients
• with Gulamerah from Bali
• without refined sugars and palm oil
• with virgin coconut oil or with hazelnuts
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THE COCONUT UNIVERSE

SHORTBREAD
COOKIES
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code 2171

code 2174

code 2175

Panela whole sugar and extra virgin coconut oil (without any use of vegetable oils and hydrogenated fats) come together to give birth to a tasty
shortbread cookie, unmatched for the quality of its ingredients.

PRODUCT
CODE
2175
2171
2174

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY
PER BOX

P an ela Rice-Coconut Cookies 200g
P an ela Spelt-Chocolate Cookies 200g
P an ela Spelt-Coconut Cookies 200g

6
6
6

Reminder:

• with virgin coconut oil
• without hydrogenated fats
• without refined sugars
• without yeast

EAN CODE
8002759021758
8002759021710
8002759021741

WHOLESOME GOLD

Golden Milk always at hand

Yellow, golden, shining, rich of scents and power, the Golden Milk
origin is rooted back in ancient traditions.
In the Ayurvedic medicine it is a miracle remedy for the body and the
mind: this is truly the reason why it is still very common in the Yoga
community. According to the legend it was an old Yoga Master who
developed the recipe of this drink to help his trainees in stretching
and flexing the muscles and the articulations during the sessions.

Reminder:

• a boost of energy and vitality
• for Yoga lovers and all of us
• with the health benefits of turmeric,
ginger and virgin coconut oil all together

wholesome gold

The wise combination with Virigin Coconut Oil and other valued ingredients, that further improve the good effects, makes Golden Yooga a
boost of energy and vitality for your body and mind. Inspired by Yoga
lovers but suitable for all of us!

GOLDEN-YOOGA

The precious rhizomes of Turmeric and Ginger, whose health benefits are
well known in the ayurvedic tradition, are the secret of Golden Yooga.
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WHOLESOME GOLD

Golden Milk always at hand

GOLDEN-YOOGA

GOLDEN-YOOGA PASTE: mix for Golden Milk

code 0811

In one jar all you need for the preparation of the Golden Milk!
Turmeric, Virgin Coconut Oil, Whole Coconut sugar, Ginger and a pinch of black
pepper: according to the true yoga recipe.
Easy to use and ready in few seconds: add one or more teaspoons to your drink
and that’s it... so you don’t have to buy each ingredient of the golden milk.
Suitable for any kind of veg. or animal milk 100% Organic. 1 Jar can yield up to 7 l
of Golden Milk.
Long Shelflife and it does not require refirgeration.

wholesome gold

GOLDEN-YOOGA SPREAD: sweet spread cream

code 0816

Spreadable Golden Milk for Yoga lovers and many other...
Velevety texture, sweet, rich taste... this is the feeling of your taste buds when try
Golden Yoga Spread: the shiny spread cream that delivers the good effetcs of
Turmeric, Ginger and Virgin Coconut Oil all together.
A good start into your day with the perfect Yooga Breakfast.
It is excellent whit all bran cookies, rice cakes and wholemeal bread.

GOLDEN-YOOGA GRANOLA
Golden Milk for breakfast...shining milk!
From the combination of seeds, nuts, flakes and fruits with the Golden Block
fragments, it comes to life a crunchy Granola, to start your day with a boost of
vitality! Buckwheat, Cocoa nibs and Blueberries with a unique crunchy texture and
the golden "touch", rich of scents and power, of the Golden Yooga Block.
Stay-frash glass jar.

code 0836

COCOA NIBS
Cocoa nibs are small pieces of crushed and roasted cocoa beans or simply "chocolate" in its purest form with a unique taste and a crunchy texture. Ideal as a snack
or to sprinkle over yogurt, ice creams or smoothies. A healthy substitute for chocolate drops.

code 0828

PRODUCT
CODE
0811
0816
0836
0828
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DESCRIPTION
Golden-Yooga Paste 220g: base for golden milk
Golden-Yooga Spread 220g: sweet spread cream
Golden-Yooga Granola 315g
Cocoa Nibs 110g

PRICE P ER
BOX

EAN CODE

6
6

8002759008117
8002759008162

6
6

8002759008360
8002759008285

WHOLESOME GOLD

Golden Milk always at hand

GOLDEN-YOOGA BAR-BERRIES:
filled bar of Golden Milk

code expo barb

A wholesome snack with the revitalizing health benefits of the
golden milk for recharging the batteries in case of Yoga sessions,
sports and stressful life... A blast of fresh fruity vitality. Available in
the display box composed of 36 units.

3 units x box

GOLDEN-YOOGA BAR-GRANOLA:
filled bar of Golden Milk

code expo barg

A wholesome snack with the revitalizing health benefits of the
golden milk for recharging the batteries in case of Yoga sessions,
sports and stressful life... A blast of whole crunchy vitality.
Available in the display box composed of 36 units.

3 units x box

GOLDEN-YOOGA CANDY: sweet dragée of Golden Milk
Small fragments of Ginger root covered with the vitality of the Golden Milk. Freshness and Golden energy at hand any time. Available in the display box composed
of 24 units.
code expo candy

wholesome gold

code expo block

Velevety texture, mellow taste with spicy hints and the vitality of
the sun. All together the prodigious benefits of the Golden Milk
in a convenient bar: perfect when doing sports or Yoga. A boost
of Golden energy always at hand. Available in a display box
composed of 20 units (10 Harmony + 10 Inspiration).
HARMONY: with turmeric, ginger and lemon zest
INSPIRATION: with cocoa nibs, turmeric, ginger and lemon zest.
Regenerating crunchiness!

GOLDEN-YOOGA

GOLDEN-YOOGA BLOCK:
sweet bar of Golden Milk

GOLDEN-YOOGA NIBS: sweet dragée of Golden Milk
Small fragments of Cocoa Beans covered with the vitality of the Golden Milk.
Delicious freshness, with hints of chocolate, and golden energy always at hand.
Available in the display box composed of 24 units

PRODUCT
CODE

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY
PER BOX

code expo nibs

EAN CODE

expo block Display box composed of 10 Harmony+10 Inspiration

20

expo candy Display box composed of 24 units of Candy 30g

24

8002759008223

expo nibs

Display box composed of 24 units of Nibs 30g

24

8002759008339

expo barb

Display box composed of 36 units of Bar Berries 36g

36

8002759008377

expo barg

Display box composed of 24 units of Bar Granola 39g 36

8002759008384

Harmony 55g
Inspiration 50g

8002759008230
8002759008247
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the original shredded block

PANELA - THE ORIGINAL

The traditional sugar block drives straight to the heart of Andes Mountain range. It delivers the truly vitality of the unfiltered cane juice. A
unique variety that grows beyond 1.200 meters above the sea level in
steep and small crops that are scattered in the wild vegetation.
The Block, as it was at the time of Spanish conquerors, is obtained
through the simple concentariotion of the freshly sqeezed juice, where
the water in excess is evaporated, thus averting further processing,
such as deep filtration and cooking.
At this stage the Panela Method, a smart but simple technique for
"shredding" the traditional blocks and obtaining an irregualr granulate, marks its difference by safeguarding the original taste and the wholesome vitality of the block.
Whole sugar?...The difference is the Shredded Block!
1) The traditional Blocks are sourced from the sugarcane variety named
“caña panelera” that grows on the steep slopes of the Andes range in
small crops (c u l t i v o e n l a d e r a s )
2) The freshly squeezed juice is just concentrated thanks to a gentle
processing where the rich Molasses portion is not washed out through
deep filtration and overcooking processings that would harm the
nutrients in favor of the sucrose content and the dusty texture.
3) The Panela Method for converting the block into the yummi and irregular granulate is a smart technique, somehow similar to a "hand
grater", that carrys out a gentle and soft motion without overheat or
invasive processes.
4) Panela is a rich and whole food that is also suitable for sweetening
thanks to the presence of a wide range of saccharides, beside the
simple sucrose, combined with minerals and nutrients.
5) The "gentle grinding" that is the distinctive trait of the Panela
Method combined with the light processing of the fresh cane juice
(without overheating and deep filtrations), enhance its taste and
shrine its vital force: A nourishing food that makes your dish sweerter
not just a common sweetener or refined sugar.

Reminder:

• the original shredded block by Panela Method
• whole
• rich in minerals and nutrients
• from not filtered juice
• from “c a n a p a n e l e r a ”
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The secret of the Panela Method
hinges on the Shredded Block!
in fact only the Panela Method is the proof of the ground block (other dusty granulated
sugars, albeit wholemeal, are the result of further processing and filtrations).

PANELA
METHOD®
SUGAR CANE
“CANA PANELERA”

JUICE OF
“CANA PANELERA”

JUICE
MOULDED
IN BLOCKS

“SHREDDED”
BLOCKS

IRREGULAR
GRANULATE

Average values per 100g
Energy
1.609 kJ - 379 kcal
Fats
0,3g
of which saturated
0,0g
Carbohydrates
93,3g
of which sugars
91,2g
saccharose
fructose
glucose

Fibres
Proteins
Salt
Vitamin B6
Calcium
Magnesium
Manganese
Selenium

3,8g

83,0g

4,4g

2,8g
0,7g
7,7mg
0,6mg - 44% RDA*
175mg - 22% RDA*
69,8mg - 19% RDA*
2,4mg - 122% RDA*
22,5µg - 41% RDA*

* % of the Recommended Daily Allowance

THE ORIGINAL
SHREDDED
BLOCK

the original shredded block

PANELA - THE ORIGINAL

PANELA THE ORIGINAL SHREDDED BLOCK
It is the best way to enjoy the taste of the sugar blocks, as "freshly grated" . It is an
irregularly shaped granulate to be used as a substitute for sugar, for all uses, and
with the benefits of being a wholesome nourishment.
The delicate flavour, with notes of honey and licorice, makes it ideal for enriching,
with an exotic touch, fruit salads, yoghurts and ice-creams.

code 0813
code 0812

PANELA THE ORIGINAL 120G JAR

code 0814

Easy to use glass sugar bowl. Get inspired by its aroma anytime you open it!
It is the best way to enjoy the taste of the sugar blocks, as "freshly grated" . It is an
irregularly shaped granulate to be used as a substitute for sugar, for all uses, and
with the benefits of being a wholesome nourishment.
The delicate flavour, with notes of honey and licorice, makes it ideal for enriching,
with an exotic touch, fruit salads, yoghurts and ice-creams.

PANELA THE ORIGINAL 450G BLOCK

code 0815

The block...where it all began...!The most ancient form of sugar that the humankind
crafted.
Ideal in shredded chips, better on a wood chopping board like Parmesan Cheese, as
a treat at the end of your meal or with coffee and spirits. A total blast with aged Rum.

PANELA THE ORIGINAL 120G BON
Delicious rough cut Panela bon-bon, made with brown cane sugar. They are the
candies of the ancient times and they save the enthralling charm of the original
Panela blocks: all to enjoy!

code 0817

PRODUCT
CODE
0812
0813
0814
0815
0817
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DESCRIPTION
Panela The Original 500g
Panela The Original 1kg
Panela l’Originale Jar 120g
Panela The Original Block 450g
Panela The Original Bon-Bon 120g

QUANTITY
PER BOX
16
10
6
6
6

EAN CODE
8002759008124
8002759008131
8002759008148
8002759008155
8002759008179

Practical granulated Panela lumps to be dissolved in hot drinks, or to be enjoyed as
candies after-lunch. Only the finest Panela grains have the features that permit them to
be shaped into lumps.
It is excellent with essential oils and herbal extracts, or for the ones with the sweet
tooth, it is perfectly matching with liquors and amari, pouring a few drops directly on the
lump.

code 1976

PANELA SWEET MOLASSES

code 1110

All the properties of Panela in a liquid form!
In addition to the sugars, it contains the valuable nutrients of pure molasses, with a
much sweeter and more delicate taste. Its distinctive flavour and smooth texture make
Panela molasses particularly suitable for the baking of cakes and cookies, or to enrich
yogurt. Irreplaceable in drinks and smoothies.

PANELA COCOA
Practical soluble mix of skimmed cocoa and Panela. It is ideal to be dissolved in water
and milk (cow, goat, rice, soy...) and it allows you to get in a few moments a delicious
drink that can be served hot or cold.

code 2018

PRODUCT
CODE
1976
1110
2018

DESCRIPTION
Panela Cubes 500g
Panela Sweet Molasses 500g
P an ela Cocoa 250g

QUANTITY
PER BOX
12
6
12

the original shridded block

PANELA CUBES

PANELA - THE ORIGINAL

THE ORIGINAL
SHREDDED
BLOCK

EAN CODE
8002759221134
8002759010073
8002759920181
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the vital force of the grain

PANELITA PASTA - THE WHOLE

Pastas are not all the same and being able to recognize them, even for
us Italians, it is not always easy!
The secret of Panelita special pasta hinges on the Stone Milled & Wholemeal semolina of 100% italian Ancient Grains.
The handmade processing, manufactured with 100% bronze moulds
(without Teflon, the well-known chemical polymer) and the slow &
low-temperature (less than 40°C for 36-48 hours) drying enhance the
scents and the texture of the semolina and improve the digestibility of
the pasta by letting the Grain shine its light.
Wholemeal?...Only if it is Stone Milled!
1) Only the traditional stones, the best are sourced from La Fertè-sous-Jouarre (France), carry out a gentle motion, somehow similar to
a massage, that does not overheat the grain;
2) The Grain undergoes a "full body" milling therefore the Grain Germ
still remains in the semolina;
3) The precious bran layer is not removed from the semolina and, especially, it is not added to the white product in order to resemble the orginal wholemeal semolina obtained through the stone milling;
4) The coarse granulates of the wholemeal semolina combined with the
presence of the bran, plays a key role for its digeribility;
5) The gentle "massage" of the stones enhances the scents of the
Ancient Cereals and safeguards the Vital force of the Grain.

Reminder:
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• stone milled
• presence of grain germ and fibres
• wholemeal semolina
• slow&low-temperature drying
• lower glycemic load
• unique taste and aroma

PANELITA
TRITICUM
TURANICUM

Khorasan
100% italian

Panelita The Whole-Stone Milled is made of 100% stone milled
wholemeal
SPECIALITA’
BIOLOGICA semolina
DI KHORASAN 100%of Khorasan ancient grain: triticum turanicum that is cultivated in Italy.

IT-BIO-007
AGRICOLTURA ITALIA

Valori nutrizionali medi per 100g

Ingredienti: semola integrale di grano

Energia 1.404,00 Kj - 332,00 kcal khorasan (triticum turanicum) biologica
1,40 g
Grassi
e confezionato da:
di cui acidi grassi saturi 0,30 g prodotto
G.T.C. Srl - Panela
Carboidrati
57,80 g
Via Pascoli, 6
29010 Pontenure (Pc)
di cui zuccheri
1,23 g
vendite@sanebonta.it
Fibre
11,50 g
Proteine
16,30 g
℮
0,03 g
Sale

The origins
of this ancient granin (with a genetic code of 28 chro250g
mosomes), the unique nutritious properties of which are now
well-known, go back to the age of the ancient Egypt and of the
Fertile Crescent.

ORGANISMO DI CONTROLLO OPERATORE
AUTORIZZATO DAL MIPAAF CONTROLLATO
IT BIO 007

A42E

da
consumarsi
preferibilmen-

Pastas are not all the same and being able to recognize them,
even for us Italians, it is not always easy!
The handmade processing,
manufactured with 100% bronze
moulds (without Teflon,
the well-knownchemical polymer)
and the slow & low-temperature
(less than 40°C for 36-48 hours)
drying enhance the scents and
the texture of the semolina and
improve the digestibility of the
pasta by letting the Grain shine its light.
PRODUCT
CODE
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009

DESCRIPTION
P en n e kh orasan 250g
Fu silli kh orasan 250g
Ricciarelle kh orasan 250g
Fettu ccin e kh orasan 250g
Caserecce con algh e d'Irlan da e
cu rcu ma 250g
Fu silli con qu in oa italian a 250g

QUANTITY
PER BOX

EAN CODE

10
10
10
10

8002759000418
8002759000517
8002759000616
8002759000715

10

8002759000814

10

8002759000913

the vital force of the grain

BIOLOGI-

PANELITA PASTA - THE WHOLE

triticum turanicum
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PANELITA
TRITICUM
MONOCOCCUM

Panelita The Whole-Stone Milled is made of 100% stone milled wholemeal semolina of Monococco ancient grain: triticum monococcum
that is cultivated in Italy.
The origins of this ancient grain (with a genetic code of 14 chromosomes), the unique nutritious properties of which are now well-known,
go back to VII-VI millennium b.C.
Pastas are not all the same and being able to recognize them, even
for us Italians, it is not always easy!

the vital force of the grain

PANELITA PASTA - THE WHOLE

100% italian
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The handmade processing, manufactured
with 100% bronze moulds (without Teflon,
the well-known chemical polymer) and the
slow & low-temperature (less than 40°C
for 36-48 hours) drying enhance the scents
and the texture of the semolina and improve
the digestibility of the pasta by letting the
Grain shine its light.

PRODUCT
CODE
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY
PER BOX

Fu silli mon ococco 250g
P en n e mon ococco 250g
Ricciarelle mon ococco 250g
Caserecce mon ococco 250g
Fettu ccin e mon ococco 250g
Caserecce con segale mon tan a 250g

10
10
10
10
10
10

EAN CODE
8002759001019
8002759001118
8002759001217
8002759001316
8002759001415
8002759001514

PANELITA
TRITICUM
DICOCCUM
Farro Dicocco
Panelita The Whole-Stone Milled is made of 100% stone milled
wholemeal semolina of Dicoccum Emmer ancient grain: triticum
dicoccum that is cultivated in Italy.
IT-BIO-007
AGRICOLTURA ITALIA

SPECIALITA’ BIOLOGICA DI FARRO DICOCCO 100%

Valori nutrizionali medi per 100g

Ingredienti: semola integrale di farro

Energia 1.470,00 Kj - 347,00 kcaldicocco (triticum dicoccum) biologica
3,50 g prodotto e confezionato da:
Grassi
G.T.C. Srl - Panela
di cui acidi grassi saturi 0,80 g
Via Pascoli, 6
Carboidrati
65,10 g 29010
Pontenure (Pc)
di cui zuccheri
5,90 g vendite@sanebonta.it
Fibre
6,50 g
℮
Proteine
13,80 g
da
nd
Sale

The origins250g
of this ancient granin (with a genetic code of 28 chromosomes), the unique nutritious properties of which are now well-known, go back to the Roman Empire in the Mediterranean basin.
ORGANISMO DI CONTROLLO OPERATORE
AUTORIZZATO DAL MIPAAF CONTROLLATO
IT BIO 007

consumarsi
preferibilmen-

A42E

Pastas are not all the same and being able to recognize them, even
for us Italians, it is not always easy!
The handmade processing, manufactured
with 100% bronze moulds (without Teflon,
the well-known chemical polymer) and the
slow & low-temperature (less than 40°C
for 36-48 hours) drying enhance the
scents and the texture of the semolina
and improve the digestibility of the pasta
by letting the Grain shine its light.

PRODUCT
CODE
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024

DESCRIPTION
P en n e dicocco 250g
Fu silli dicocco 250g
Ricciarelle dicocco 250g
Con ch iglie dicocco 250g
Caserecce dicocco 250g
Sp agh etti qu adri dicocco 250g
Fettu ccin e dicocco 250g
Caserecce con miglio 250g
Fu silli con ortica 250g

QUANTITY
PER BOX

EAN CODE

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

8002759001613
8002759001712
8002759001811
8002759001910
8002759002016
8002759002115
8002759002214
8002759002313
8002759002412

the vital force of the grain

BIOLOGI-

PANELITA PASTA - THE WHOLE

100% italian

triticum dicoccum
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wild seagrasses

WILD IRISH SEAWEEDS
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These wild (and therefore not cultivated) seaweeds spontaneously grow
along the pristine shores of the West of Ireland. They are gently collected at the right time by experts, dried at a not-too-high temperature,
not to impair its values and it is simply packaged. Each type of seaweed
differs from the others for its features, as if nature had intended to take
care of our different dietary needs. All of this combined with the charm
of the underwater world and their different chromatic nuances make
these seagrasses ideal to embellish your dishes, paying also attention
to propose a balanced diet. They are available in variants “To be
soaked” and then cooked, or stir-fried as any normal vegetable, or “Ready-to-eat”, either in pieces, to enrich salads, and dressings, or as a taste
enhancer, as a spice/salt substitute on fish dishes, vegetables and even
meat.
We suggest you to use them raw, or cooked in water, deep-fried, or sauteed, after a short soaking. To find out more, take a look at the Recipes
section to check all the yummy tips that we have to offer. Refer to Nutrition Facts on the website to see the specific nutritional values of each
kind.

Reminder:

• wild and organic seaweeds
• from the West of Ireland
• rich in vitamins and minerals
• “ready to eat” or “to be soaked”
• can be used in many recipes

This category includes the Wild Irish seaweeds ready to be used as they are.
The easiest use is to garnish salads, enrich the taste of dishes, or as a starter for sautés.
Thanks to their characteristic flavor, if you mix them in the dough, or use them as a garnishment, they add a touch of personality to baked goods such as crackers and snacks.
Each type of seaweed differs from the others for its peculiar features, as if nature had intended to take care of our different dietary needs.

Powdered Mix of 5 Organic Wild Seaweeds (Atlantic Spirulina, Atlantic Dulse, Atlantic
Wakame, Atlantic Kombu and Atlantic Carragheen) to be used as a savour enhancer, or as a
salt substitute to flavor sauces, fish or meat.

TO BE SOAKED
This category includes the Wild Irish seaweeds meant to be used as a vegetable.... from the
sea! They can be cooked or sautéed, after rinsing and soaking for a few minutes.
In the case of recipes like soups and risottos, once rinsed the algae can be directly cooked
together with the dish.
Each type of seaweed differs from the others for its peculiar features, as if nature had intended to take care of our different dietary needs.

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY
PER BOX

1975-b io
1967-b io
1963-b io

5 seaweeds salad 50g
3 seaweeds salad 50g
Atlan tic du lse crisps 50g

6
6
6

8002759019755
8002759019670
8002759019632

1962-b io

Flavor enhancer 5 seaweeds mix 40g

6

8002759019625

1984-b io
1983-b io
1985-b io
1982-b io
1980-b io
1986-b io

Atlan tic du lse 50g
Atlan tic wakame 50g
Atlan tic carragh een 50g
Atlan tic sea sp agh etti 50g
Atlan tic komb u 50g
Atlan tic nori 50g

6
6
6
6
6
6

8002759099849
8002759099832
8002759099856
8002759099825
8002759099801
8002759099863

PRODUCT
CODE

EAN CODE

wild seagrasses

READY TO EAT

WILD IRISH SEAWEEDS

WILD IRISH
SEAWEEDS
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WILD IRISH
SEAWEEDS

wild seagrasses

WILD IRISH SEAWEEDS

Easy-to-Use Seaweeds: your help in the kitchen!
Now it is easier to exploit the benefits of the Seaweeds, especially their
culinary distinctive features.
4 Seaweeds for 4 Uses in food preparations:
1.For Thickening: to make gelatine or jelly, to thicken gravy or sauces or
juices, to smooth soups or vegetable minestrone.
2.For Legumes and Broth: to cook beans (and pulses in general), to soak
legumes and to make vegetable broths.
3.For Soups: to enrich soups, steamed cereals or vegetables and tofu.
4.Spirulina: to enrich salads, sauces, other dishes and drinks. Or a tea
spoon as it is.
Each type of seaweed differs from the others for its features, as if Nature
had intended to take care of our different dietary needs.These SeaVeg
absorb from the Ocean water the nutrients therefore it is crucial that the
harvesting, performed by expert hands at the right stage of growth, takes
place in the unspoiled shores of North West Ireland and that the prduct
is Wild.
The Easy-to-Use Seaweeds, just
fresh-air dried and chopped thanks
to the unique Panelita know-how,
are packed in the user friendly
40g dispenser where the cooking
tips and the doses are clearly displayed.

PRODUCT
CODE
1988-b io
1989-b io
1990-b io
0820
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DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY
PER BOX

Carragh een 40g - to thickening
Komb u 40g - for legumes and broth
Du lse 40g - for soups
Atlantic Spirulina 40g

6
6
6
6

EAN CODE
8002759198901
8002759198900
8002759199006
8002759198702

SESAMO E

SALE

The combination of the sesame with nuts, seeds and seaweeds fulfills its
nutritional virtues and enrichs its aromatic profile, that the soft toasting
boosted, along with the grinding of the seeds.
The vital force of the seeds makes it an unparalled yummy dressing that
brings along outstanding wholesome benefits.
The user friendly glass jar allows to easily
sprinkle it on salads, sauces, legumes,
cheese and soups. Try it on fish or meat.

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY
PER BOX

Gomasio 120g
Gomasio irish seaweeds 120g
Gomasio almond and flax seeds 120g
Gomasio hazelnut and pumpkin seeds 120g

6
6
6
6

PRODUCT
CODE
7044
7045
7048
7049

GOMASIO

GomaSIO -its name is a plunge into the asian tradition and it is tied to
the macrodiotic, but because of the natural essence of this fine dressing
it was simply named after the fusion of its 2 ingredients: GOMA-sesame
and SHIO-salt.

EAN CODE
8002759704415
8002759704514
8002759704811
8002759704910
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Jackfruit is a tropical fruit that is related to figs, mulberry, and breadfruit. It’s so big and impressive, once you see one, you’ll never forget
what it looks like. Its flesh, once cooked resemble stripped pork or
stew.

JACKFRUIT

The texture is similar to chicken and pork and is often called “vegetarian meat.”
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JACKFRUIT: the new substitute for meat
Fleshy texture and neutral taste, that perfectly combine with spices, are the ideal
prerequisite for a vegan meat substitute.
The is packed in 200 gram bags and it is ready to use.
1 Pack is suitable for 2 servings.
Its textures resembles the one of pulled pork or stew but 100% vegan instead.

code 0825

PRODUCT
CODE

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY
PER BOX

0825

Jackfruit 200g

8

EAN CODE

8002759008254

-

G.T.C. Srl - Panela
Via Pascoli n. 6
29010 Pontenure (Pc)
t 0523/510145 f
0523/510353
mail vendite@sanebonta.it
www.panela.it

